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PHOENIX GB – CREATING ASSIGNMENTS TO ADJUST GRADES 

Creating an assignment to adjust numeric marking period grades: 

Schools have a practice of using a floor of 50 for marking period grades. Phoenix Grade Book does not allow a 

teacher to override a numeric marking period grade, only the letter grade. In order to allow teachers to maintain 

actual scores earned for assignments in the Grade Book, teachers have the option of creating an assignment to 

adjust the numeric marking period grade. 

The following is a recommendation for creating an assignment to adjust the numeric marking period grade. 

 

Login to Grade Book and choose the class where adjusted assignments need to be created. 

1. Create a new assignment and enter an appropriate assignment name such as Adjusted Assignment. 

2. Use the one of the following descriptions as a guide (Parents will view this in ParentVUE):  

 The purpose of this adjustment assignment is to adjust the quarter grade to a 50%. 

OR 

 The purpose of this adjustment assignment is to award additional points for students who have 

demonstrated improvement on previously assessed content. 

3. Enter the assignment into the highest weighted grade category (if the teacher uses them). For example, 

the Tests category would be more highly weighted than Quizzes or Homework. 

4. Select “Percentage” as the score type. 

5. Enter value for the “points”. This value will vary depending on the difference between the numeric 

grade and the floor of 50. 

6. Enter the last day of the marking period for the due date of the assignment. 

7. Show in Parent/Student Portal as ON. 
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PHOENIX GB – CREATING ASSIGNMENTS TO ADJUST GRADES 

Once the assignment is created and saved, use the following steps to enter the score: 

 

Click on the name of the assignment and select “Enter Score” from the drop down menu. 

Once you are on the assignment score entry screen: 

1. Exclude all other students from this assignment and hide the assignment from the parent / student 

portal for all other students.  

2. Teachers may show or hide the assignment for the student. Our recommendation is to show it in the 

parent / student portal.  

3. Enter the grade using Percentage (%) grading scale. 

Important!! This method may be used to award adjusted assignment scores to any grade category for a student 

when, in the judgment of the classroom teacher, the computed grade does not accurately reflect the student’s 

academic progress.  This process can also be used to more clearly communicate mastery. For example, if a 

student received 10 out of 40 points on an assignment and then developed proficiency, an adjusted assignment 

can be created for the student to award the appropriate points if a teacher did not want to overwrite the 

original assignment. 

Important!!  Please ensure that decisions regarding the use of this process is aligned with school practices 

regarding grading and assessment. 


